
Sunken Dungeon, the cut-and-
paste RPG is on Kickstarter now!

www.andhegames.com/kickstarter

Enjoy this coloring sheet, and
put together your own wacky
characters with the following
pages from Sunken Dungeon
and The Cloud Dungeon.
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Nam
e:_________
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Briny”
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“Bilge”

before
it.
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Cut that out!
Cut out your character card and the matching standee 
from the back cover. Cut your standees out at the dotted 
lines, and fold at the solid lines.

Name names
Be sure to add a name. If you can’t think of anything, 
simply take the first syllable of your favorite food, and 
add it to the last syllable of your hometown’s name.

Abilities
You have starting numbers for your abilities. Roll a die for each ability, 
and add that number to the starting number. Write the new number in 
the next empty box. 

Smarts: 1+5=6
Strength: 3+3=6
Sanity: 3 +4=7

Health Tabs
See those dotted lines on the side of your card? 
Cut each line to create tabs. These are your 
health tabs. Each time you lose any health, tear that 
many tabs off of your card.
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Who are you?
Roll dice to determine your quirks. One quirk from each table.
If you have two different numbers, you can pick which number is the column, 
and which is the row.

Example: If you roll a 1 and a 5 for the first table, you may select 
either Father was a shape shifter or Has an extra nose.

You can draw your quirks 
on the card and standee! 
You can write them on your 
card, but you don’t have to. 

Quirks are for creating 
your unique character: they 
have no affect on game 
play. Probably.

When you get weapons and armor, 
cut out weapons and armor and 
glue/tape them to your character.
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QUIRKY QUIRKS
Roll dice to determine your quirks. One quirk from each table.

If you have two different numbers, you can pick which number is
the column, and which is the row.

Example: If you roll a 1 and a 5 for the first table, you
may select either TK or TK

You can draw your quirks on the card and standee! You can
write them on your card, but you don’t have to.

Quirks are for creating your unique character: they have no
affect on game play. Maybe.
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1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Uses long words
incorrectly.

Uses short words
incorrectly.

Has a rock
embedded in head.

Holding a basket
with mysterious

contents.
Loves cookies more
than anything else.

Has a difficult
relationship with

dad. Talks about it
all the time.

2 Loves to cook. Is
terrible at cooking.

One hand is an
apple. Don’t ask. Is a drama llama. Might be a

undercover salad.
Has a pet fish. He’s
dead. Won’t admit

it.
Has a scratchy

throat.

3 Terrified of blood.
And Ketchup.

Had a bit part in
a movie once.

Has a mysterious
disease.

Constantly eating
soggy bread.

Sometimes makes up
poems.

Thinks everyone is
a member of family.

4
Ate too many
carrots, orange

skin.
Was in a terrible

accident. Diamond eyes. Regularly sings
things.

Has an insect
friend.

One arm is made
of newspaper.

5 Pocket full of
chocolate. LOVES garbage. Strange hat. Loves math. Is a mummy. Has a peg leg.

6 Has a couple
tentacles. Afraid of fish. Ticklish feet. Has a face tattoo.

Is tattooed
everywhere except

on face.
Agoraphobic.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Is turning into a
tarantula.

Obsessed with hula
hooping.

Wants to have a
pet whale.

Has a pet whale.
Doesn’t want it. Squeaky voice. Is a cat person.

2 Cares too much Doesn’t care. Scared of germs.
Not scared of
anything. Missing
and eye and a

foot.
Raised in a sewer. Is a fighter pilot.

3 Grumpy. Knows a lot of
useless magic.

Nickname is
“Troublemaker”

Skateboards
sometimes.

Not interesting in
any way. Also a
monster hunter.

Rule-breaking rebel.

4 Carries raw eggs. Has a snake friend. Loves caves. Obsessive. Sad, cries a lot. Has an odd thing
on shoulder.

5 Half centaur. Rich. Left all the
money at home.

Has an invisible
tiger friend.

Loves animals,
except for dogs.

Plays and invisible
piano at dramatic

moments.

Wears a mask. A
mask of their own

face.

6 Has spots like dog. Sees spots. Wears only spots. Has a dog named
spot. Is a plant. Is a detective.

QUIRK TABLE 1

QUIRK TABLE 2
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Decision Cards
Cut out one decision card for the whole table. Simply 
circle the letter/number pairs when indicated by the story.

When the game calls for a smarts/strength/
sanity roll, refer to the instructions on your 
decision card.

Pick a starting item:
1. Live chicken
2. Rusty nail
3. Action figure

Cut your starting item out, and place it next to your 
character card, or attach to character.

Gold
Each player should add up 
their three stats, and com-
pare the number to the 
chart to the right, col-
lecting the amount of gold 
indicated.

Total of 
all stats:

Starting 
gold:

0-14 7
15-19 5
20+ 3
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Mask set & facial hair set. For character customizing!
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RAIN BOW (2 GOLD)
+2 SANITY

FLOPPY DISC 
SHURIKEN (1 GOLD)
+1 STRENGTH

PIRANHA ON A 
STICK (1 GOLD)
+ 3 STRENGTH
+ 2 SANITY
-3 HEALTH

SPORK (2 GOLD)
+2 STRENGTH

SPORK (2 GOLD)
+2 STRENGTH

FLOPPY DISC 
SHURIKEN (1 GOLD)
+1 STRENGTH

RAIN BOW (2 GOLD)
+2 SANITY

PIRANHA ON A 
STICK (1 GOLD)
+ 3 STRENGTH
+ 2 SANITY
-3 HEALTH

GLITTER BOMB
(1 GOLD)
EACH ENEMY YOU 
FIGHT IS DAMAGED 2 
AT THE BEGINNING OF 
YOUR BATTLE.

GLITTER BOMB
(1 GOLD)
EACH ENEMY YOU 
FIGHT IS DAMAGED 2 
AT THE BEGINNING OF 
YOUR BATTLE.

(Replace page 43 from The Cloud Dungeon, or any weapon shop)
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Decision Card

HOW TO MAKE A STRENGTH/
SMARTS/SANITY ROLL:
Roll two dice and compare 
the number to whatever stat 
you’re rolling for. If the rolled 
number is equal or lower, the 
roll is a success. If the rolled 
number is higher, the roll is a 
failure. 

A1
Gave him 
money

A2
Didn’t give 
him money

A3
Bought him 
food

A4
You all 
obeyed the 
sign

A5
Some didn’t 
obey the 
sign

B1
PANIC!

B2
Secret

B3
DON’T 
PANIC!

B4
You’re 
sorry.

B5
You aren’t 
sorry.

Select one:


